Quality control starts with taking a representative sample. A
good cross-section of the product, from the production process.
In the right place, at the right time, and in the right volume.
WEMO-techniek knows the how, when and where. But the
key thing is what resource to deploy:
for example, the WEMO sample taker

With a standard chamber capacity,
0.3 dm3 of product is taken from the
flow. Small and larger sample takers
are available on request.

Flat or round tube, silos or
hoppers: WEMO-techniek
provides a number of standard
sizes and can produce specials
for any situation and
dimensional requirement.

Raw material or end product, packing, testing and/or modifying: taking a sample in process means samplers in the product
where the product passes. In addition to sample collection
from the silo, a hopper or travelling bunker weighing station for
example, WEMO also specialises in sample collection from
the chain conveyor line.
◄A
special
sample
taker
with
a vertical
plunger

A sample slide on ►
the chain conveyor shelf.

Sample collection from a
robotized hopperscale.▼

▲Special plunger sample taker
for small samples.

Conveying and handling samples which have been taken in
different areas of the factory. To the test equipment, mixer,
carousel, packing machine or for manual packing in the
sample room? WEMO-techniek supplies and installs the
complete system, from buffer to distributor slide, the pipework,
sight glass with product sensor and butterfly valves.

Example of buffer with sight glass, butterfly valve and tapping
branch.
Slider distribution
system

Vacuum pneumatic
conveyor system with
fan, silencer, valves and
cyclone: WEMO delivers
the sample to where it is
required using the correct
vacuum capacity.

From an automatic, unmanned
sampling system you should be able to
expect that every sample is carefully
bagged and labelled.
We supply the WEMO-techniek
bagging machine for samples with,
amongst other things, sensors for the film
sheets, the label, the presence of a
vacuum, product in the bag and product
in the buffer. Other options are ionizing
units to de-magnetize dust and internet
router for remote support and updates.
Accurate packing of
samples in handy bags made
of robust tubular film.

Easy operation with Allen
Bradley PLC.

A professional label printer with
transfer ribbon and labelling
machine with lable-lifting device for
optimum quality assurance.

With decades of experience as an importer and service company for the Holmen pellet durability tester, Mr Sjaak Kempink
has developed the new WEMO-techniek Kempink tester.
Based on criteria of accuracy, reliability and affordability,
the new WEMO Kempink pellet tester is the new
standard for determining the durability of pellets in the feed
industry and energy sector.

A small PLC combined with a frequency regulator ensures constant
load of the pellets in the cylinder,
in which the sample goes back
and forth against the blades of
the Kempink tester using positive
pressure.

As an option the laboratory tester can be fitted with a
collection tray. As standard, with a feed-through conveyor belt in the
work top, grit and dust can be collected directly in a waste bin.

As an importer and service company for the
Holmen tester Sjaak Kempink has acquired a
wealth of experience in order to develop a new,
reliable and affordable pellet durability tester.
In honour of the history of the pellet tester it is
supplied by WEMO-techniek under the name
WEMO Kempink tester.

A mechanical load for a specific volume of product for
a specific period. How do you attain a constant mechanical
load, even for different machines in different locations?
For a revolving mechanism the test chamber is filled with a
precisely measured quantity of the product. Dust and fine
grit are removed. After the set time the chamber is run
counter clockwise until emptied and the product can be
weighed.
A correction in the rotational speed of the shaft and a
self-cleaning function with compressed air perfect the test
results to decimal places. Sensors monitor the status of the
infeed tray and the speed of the blades. The smart, compact
Allen Bradley frequency controller/PLC ensures an accurate
method of operation.

The WEMO Kempink tester has
been developed, following years
of laboratory research and testing,
in collaboration with the people in
the field,

Where conventional test
equipment loses out on account
of inconsistent results for the
same product, the outcomes for
the Kempink tester are consistent
in all circumstances and for every
run.

The Kahl tool is traditionally the
way of manually determining the
hardness of pellets. With a machine
such as the one manufactured by
Kahl or Schleuniger the test can
also be done semi-automatically. In order to eliminate the human factor altogether, WEMO-techniek supplies the in-line hardness tester.
With the same principle as the Kahl tool
but automated with an
electronic load cell and an
ingenious centrifugal sorting scale, WEMO
-techniek has developed the automatic
hardness tester.

The data from the pellet hardness
tester is translated directly into the
MES system to production for
quality assurance and to save
energy.

The centrifugal sorting scale (see
sketch opposite) is an
ingenious system for selecting
precisely pellets of the right length
for the hardness test.

Crushing and grinding soil samples to a suitably viscous substance
for laboratory testing. The SampleMate TM, exclusively produced by
WEMO-techniek, is quite literally a fine example of the technology in
the range. The specially designed grinding mandrels of custom-made
WEMO-techniek alloy can handle any soil sample. The SampleMateTM is the result of a collaboration with the former Tauw engineering
and Pepping. Since 1997 WEMO-techniek has been the owner of the
registered trade mark.

The SamplemateTM for soil
analysis:
In accordance with Accreditation
Scheme AS3000 by the Dutch
‘Accreditatie college Bodembeheer’,
under the responsibility of
SIKB (Foundation for Infra
structure Quality Assurance Soil
Management) and standard
NEN-EN 16179:2012 Sludge,
treated biowaste and soil Guideline for sample pre-treatment.

There are no flies on WEMO-techniek engineers. We review
every enquiry and if we are obliged to say ‘no’, then it simply
can't be done.
Taking a sample in a difficult situation, of a difficult product or
in a difficult environment does not faze us. With the allotted
time and resources we can often tackle ‘specials’ which
subsequently become the ‘standard’.
We are always working towards adding products to the
WEMO-techniek range. Do you want to set us a challenge?
◄ The WEMO-techniek sample
mixer, enabling you to take a
representative sample from large
batches.

2 examples of the carousel:
samples are collected in
separate trays.
▼

Moisture measurement to check
passing bags for excess moisture
which may indicate, or can lead
to, rotting of the product.
▼

◄ a special washing machine
tailored specifically to the
components of the SampleMateTM.

Delivery, siting and installation of
sample collection systems can be
carried out professionally for you by
WEMO-techniek. Experts and
experienced staff measure up the
equipment location for you, do the
necessary preparations and install and
test the systems in your company,
possibly in collaboration with your own
technical department, also outside
the Netherlands.

Equipment supplied by WEMO-techniek has been designed to
last even in the most challenging, industrial environments.
If a fault occurs, or a wear part has to be replaced, you can
contact our service department. Even if you want to carry out the
work yourself, you can expect telephone support and, of course,
also the delivery of replacement parts.
If the equipment is crucial to your
company and problems need to be
solved immediately, you can conclude a
service agreement, which includes
arrangements for periodic maintenance,
overhauls and response times.
International services on demand.

Periodic, preventive maintenance
prevents a breakage or faults at
inopportune times. Most faults can
be prevented entirely via periodic
maintenance.
Overhauls or other repairs can also
be forecast and scheduled.
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